Welcome everyone! I have had a great January beginning to get to know everyone at Hemingford Grey.

**Lovely Learning!**

As I have walked around the school talking to children about their learning I have been impressed by the children’s knowledge and skills across all year groups. The children are independent, productive and highly engaged in learning from superheroes in Reception to WW2 in Year six.

**Reminders**

Whilst we have experienced some chilly mornings, the weather forecast predicts some colder weather may come, so please do check the school website and local radio stations in case of school closure, should the snow arrive in drifts!

Please park with consideration for local residents, other parents and most importantly with consideration for the safety of the children.

**Sports News**

Friday 18th January saw, the Year 4/5 HGPS football team strap their boots up ready for the next round in the Walters cup. They played some exquisite football and showed tremendous character throughout the match. Unfortunately, it wasn’t to be our day as a strong Roundhouse squad won the match. Thank you to everyone who wrapped up and came to support the lads.

“What you do has far greater impact than what you say.”    Stephen Covey